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workshop: cvp touch screen / general interest

Having been side-tracked from his intended topic by a meeting with CVP owners Sandy
and Isla, Richard has some good advice about playing ‘instrumental’ sounds. 

Keys To Musicality

Hello all.  You catch me sitting at home for a change,
looking out from our lounge.  From one window,
overlooking the Forth estuary, it’s a bright, blue sky,
sunny day.  From the other window it currently looks
like a combination of Mordor and the end of days.
Welcome to Scotland! 

Being at home for a wee while has given me the
opportunity to meet up with a few friends who have
been neglected for a bit.  This months ramblings have
been inspired by a recent visit to a lovely couple who
live on the East coast, overlooking the end of the Forth
estuary and the start of the North Sea. 

Sandy and Isla are a retired couple who, like some of
you I’m sure, don’t know how they ever found the time
to go to work.  Amongst their many hobbies, pastimes
and commitments, Sandy & Isla have a CVP-705
Clavinova.  They’re an interesting couple for many
reasons, but of relevance to the article are their
individual backgrounds as players.  Sandy is an
organist.  He has a very elderly electronic organ at
home, which we would describe today as a home
theatre organ.  He is also involved with the Friends Of
The Caird Hall Organ, in Dundee. 

As a little digression from me,
may I point you to this
wonderful old instrument?
The Caird Hall sits in a lovely
square, right in the centre of
Dundee.  Inside the hall is a
1923 Harrison & Harrison 
3-manual concert pipe organ.
It was designed and installed
as part of the building, so
organ and hall work perfectly
together.  The Friends take

the upkeep of the instrument really seriously.  And you
can tell.  You would imagine a best part of 100 year-old
3-manual instrument to be hard work to play.  It SO
isn’t, even for a pretty rubbish pipe organ player like
me...  The Harrison was beautifully built in the first
place and this, added to the meticulous care it
receives, results in the organ playing like a new one.
It’s almost a fast as a digital, and certainly with none of
the dreaded ‘time lag’ synonymous with many classical
pipe organs.  It sounds wonderful in that big hall, and
the good people of Dundee are lovely, too.  If you’re
ever up around Dundee, check out the FOCHO website
(https://focho.org) as there’s generally something
going on with the organ. 

So, as you’ve probably gathered, Sandy is an organist.
Isla, on the other hand comes from an instrumental
background.  Whilst she’s a rather nice classical
pianist, her first instrument is violin.  This means that
although Sandy and Isla share the Clavinova, they
come at it from very different angles.  And I’m not
talking about from a physical playing point of view, I’m
talking about mindset.  That’s what we’re going to look
at today.

So, why is the mindset so different between them?  The
keyboard layout is the same on organ and piano.
Each instrument basically does the same job.  On
organ you play a note, which sends a signal to a relay
to open a pipe.  That pipe makes a noise.  On piano,
you play a note that triggers a hammer to hit some
strings.  Those strings make a noise.  Same outcome…
Well, yes and no.  If we play our Clavinova as a piano,
then YES, it’s the same outcome.  But we know that
our CVP’s have hundreds of different sounds, and
that’s where the mindset needs to be different.

Let’s take a simple example.  Go to Piano Room on
your CVP and select your favourite piano voice.  Play
some nice piano music on it for a while.  Enjoyable, eh?
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It sounds like a piano.  But WHY does it sound like a piano?  Well, the obvious reason is that Yamaha have sampled,
refined and engineered a superb piano sound.  But there’s an even more important, and much more elusive
reason…  You’re playing it like a piano! You might say that’s obvious.  But is it so obvious?  Let’s conduct a little
experiment here.  Select another voice.  Let’s say a trumpet.  Play a few single notes. It sounds like a trumpet, yes?
Okay, now, play the same piano music that you played a few moments ago, in exactly the same way you played it
before. Sustain pedal, dynamics, the lot… (but keep the trumpet sound on.)  Now, what does it sound like?  An
explosion in a trumpet factory?  Yep, thought so.

So, what’s gone wrong?  You’ve played the piece of music the same way, and it sounded fine on the piano voice.  So
it’s not YOU.  We know that when we played single notes on the trumpet it sounded okay too.  So it’s not the
trumpet.  What’s the problem, then?  The problem is that we’re trying to play a piano piece on a trumpet...  and that’s
just wrong.  Why?  Because a trumpet is a solo instrument.  It only plays one note at once.  It doesn’t have a sustain
pedal.  It’s totally unsuited to playing the piano piece.  Do you see where this is going? 

The reason why it sounds so catastrophically bad isn’t the notes you’re playing, it’s HOW you’re playing them.  A
trumpet player plays one note at a time.  And don’t forget he needs to breathe.  Yes, I know that on the Clavinova
you can hold a note on the trumpet forever, but a real one can’t – so DON’T.  Keeping the trumpet sound on for
another moment, just very simply play “Oh, When The Saints Go Marching In”.  Use single notes, and don’t forget to
let your trumpet player breathe. 

Now, wasn’t that better?  Why?  Because we’re playing the trumpet sound in the same way that a real trumpet player
would play.  Yes, of course you don’t NEED to breathe on a Clavinova, but it’s SO much better when you do. 

Isla gets it, because although she doesn’t play a ‘blown’ instrument, she understands that all of the voices on the
CVP should be played in context.  She knows the characteristics and capabilities of her violin, and plays it in an
appropriate manner.  The more you play your CVP like the real instrument, the more realistic the result.  Simples.

But what if you don’t know how a trumpet, saxophone, violin or anything else works?  I can hear you now…  It’s okay
for Richard, he knows how all of these instruments work.  May I let you into a secret?  I’ve absolutely no clue how to

Don’t hold the ‘Bb’ for more that 2 beats! Let the trumpet player 
have three beats rest and breathing time before the next bit…

Same again...

This is quite a long phrase, so keep the last ‘F’ short so that there’s a gap for breathing and rest...

Hand off, and breathe after ‘Eb’... Hand off, and breathe after ‘Ab’...

Not too long on the last ‘Eb’ at the end of the piece.
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play anything other than a
keyboard instrument.  I
have a Celtic Low D
Whistle.  It has 6 holes.
SIX holes.  How difficult
can it be?  Answer –
damn near impossible…

So, what’s my point?  The point is that I’ve learned
enough about how all these instruments work by
listening and watching.  I can’t play any of them, but
that’s why we have our Clavinovas…  We can use the
keyboard to input the notes to trigger any sound we
like, but it’s so much better if we try to emulate the way
that a real instrumentalist plays.

You Tube is a brilliant source of references for learning
about how real instrumentalists play their instruments.
So, if you’re going to play a tune on your CVP using
trumpet, look up a great trumpet player on Youtube.
Listen, of course, but watch!  How often is he
breathing?  Is he holding the notes as long as you do
on the keyboard?  Are there more gaps?  Is it maybe
not as smooth as you play the keyboard?  It doesn’t
even need to be the same song as you’re going to
play.  Just look and listen for the technique the player
is utilising.  You could then listen to a saxophonist, a
flute player, a guitar player, a string orchestra,
whatever. The list is endless.  You’ll get great
enjoyment from seeing and hearing all the little
nuances in an instrumentalist’s technique, and it’s
REALLY not that hard to transfer those subtleties onto
your keyboard. Try to imagine actually playing the real
instrument whilst playing your Clavinova.  You’ll grasp
the context much quicker that way.  Ask yourself “Can I
do that on the real thing?” If you can’t – DON’T.

Yes, we all love our CVP Clavinovas for the brilliant
piano it is, but it only responds as a piano when it says
piano on the screen. 

Well, the sky looks reasonably the same colour blue at
both ends of the house, so it’s probably a good time to
take a long walk with the dog.  I hope all this has made
a modicum of sense.  Give it a try, and you’ll be
pleasantly surprised how quickly the mindset falls into
place.  After some initial scepticism, Sandy has really
taken the idea on board after a lot of years of NEVER
having to think that way.  And he’s enjoying the CVP
much more because of it.

Apologies to those who were expecting a workshop on
how to make a rhythmical Audio file to play along with.
We’ll cover that next time - providing I don’t get side-
tracked meanwhile by some more interesting people
such as Sandy and Isla.

Have a great summer, and we’ll chat again soon.
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